
Feedback to the Southern Link Investigation 

From: 
NELSUST INC.
www.nelsust.co.nz
c/- 10 Ralphine Way
Maitai Valley 
Nelson 7010

Peter Olorenshaw Convenor
tel: 546 6176,  027 628 1686
email: petero@inspire.net.nz

PUBLIC INFORMATION STATEMENT:
We are happy that our submission is included in reports available to the public.

INFORMATION ABOUT NELSUST:
We are an incorporated society of 230 people who have wider sustainability interests as 
well as transport strategy.  We have consulted our members about this issue and this 
submission is the result of that consultation.

Q1 How Significant do you think the problem of congestion is on the two arterials?
Answer: Somewhat significant

Comment: It seasonally varies with occasional delays of some minutes but the average 
peak hour delay is still only listening to an extra song on the radio.  We wish to point out 
that the Strategic Case misrepresents this by calling the Average Worst 15minute delay 
the Typical Peak travel delay.  The Average Peak Hour travel delay is what people will be 
believing you are talking about (averaged over the hour) is 4.1 minutes morning and 3.9 
minutes evenings (using data on your graphs) on Waimea Rd and 2.2 minutes morning 
and 1.6 minutes afternoon on Rocks Rd. 
Traffic Increase Does Not Equal Additional Congestion
Even if we agreed with your modeling parameters (and we don’t - see below), if the traffic 
becomes more two-way as the Arterial Study suggests, then congestion (as the arterial 
Study found) won’t actually increase, the roads will just be better utilised.  By Two Way 
traffic we mean rather than predominantly into Nelson in the morning and out of Nelson in 
the afternoon, the arterial study found that quite a number of people would be going out of 
Nelson in the morning (to work in Whakatu estate, Stoke or Richmond) and returning back 
into Nelson in the afternoons.  It is highly misleading of you not to point out that increasing 
volumes of traffic (if they do indeed increase) would not mean increased congestion.
Traffic modeled to Increase
The new modeling you have done in this study is saying traffic numbers will increase 
under every scenario at least until 2023.  
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This is hard to believe when despite having a record regional population growth we have 
seen flat to declining traffic counts:

PTO
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Latest Traffic counts from NCC show continuing flat to declining trend on Waimea Rd and 
Clear Decline on Rocks Rd since 2007, well before the global financial crisis.
(here the light coloured lines are the Average Daily traffic counts which vary widely, the 
thicker coloured lines are the trend for the year, Black is fuel price, vertical red lines are 
roadworks disruptions, Green is Waimea, Brown is Rocks Rd)
So with these declines like this, during a period of record regional population growth, what 
faith can we have on NZTA modeling showing traffic growth?
Ground Truthing
The Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment has stressed the importance of 
“Ground Truthing” theoretical models with “facts on the ground”.  It certainly appears that 
this has not been done here:  the trends since well before the GFC are for decreasing 
traffic yet your model is showing an increase even under the low growth scenario.
Seasonal Congestion
The NCC traffic counts show pronounced seasonal fluctuations with more traffic due to 
summer tourism.  Part of this is frustration with having to wait an hour for a beach bus - 
people give up and drive their car to and from the beach (see below for solutions)
Any Congestion Intolerable?
The Draft Programme Business Case seems to be based on the assumption that any 
congestion, any travel delay is intolerable.  We insist that you ask the two very pertinent 
follow on questions from this:  how bad is the congestion and is it likely to get worse.  Well 
the in-depth Arterial Study answered this by concluding that congestion was minimal now 
and not likely to get worse for the foreseeable future (defined as 25 years).  Using your 
figures the average peak worst 15minute travel delay is 7.5 minutes that decreases to 
5.1minutes if you look at the peak HOUR on Waimea Rd, 3.9minutes averaging out 
morning and afternoon Peak Hours.  Rocks Road average worst peak hour delay is 2.2 
minutes and 1.9minutes averaging morning and afternoon. 
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The Ministry of Transport,  Briefing to Incoming Ministers said “Building the (road) network 
to meet ‘peak’ demand is neither sensible nor feasible” (p20 screenshot attached on 
following page).  Does the NZTA think the MOT is wrong is saying this?

Q2 Does the layout and look and feel of Rocks Rd stop you form walking and cycling 
along it?
Answer: It does for some of our group
Comment: 
Less confident cyclists are affected more.  If there was a shared path that less confident 
people on bikes could use, many more would use it.
! Its ridiculous that in many places on the present footpath, two child buggies can 
even pass one another without one going onto the road, this needs to change
! If you wouldn’t feel safe with your 8 or 80 year old riding along there then it is not 
good enough.  Few would take their 8 year olds cycling along there as it is now.

Nelsust has submitted on this (see appendix) showing how additional seaward parking 
could and should be provided.  We show how more than half the route could be provided 
with this buffer space between shared path esplanade users and motor vehicles
Jut ins and jut outs as attached images could and should be provided for stopping, resting, 
admiring the view etc.
! NZTA Options 1 and 2 for Rocks Rd don’t deliver the wide shared path crucial for 
the success of the whole RR improvements.  Critically if this is all that is built, people will 
“vote with their bikes” and bike on the narrow footpath rather than use the road.  This 
would be a disastrous option for all concerned.
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Option 3 removes some landward parking, Option 4 keeps all landward parking.!We 
suggest Option 3 is the best, as its considerably cheaper, by some millions and the parking 
lost is less useful for visitors.(#37 or #38)
We ask as we did in the attached Shared Path Esplanade submission that you could and 
should increase the seaward parking.  We know that seaward parking is not that well 
utilised, but that is not the point - the seaward parking serves as a buffer for people using 
the shared path from what will always be a busy road.  The seaward carparking also 
serves as a position for what we’ve called jut-ins - seats, trees hedges picnic tables 
perhaps vendor booths etc.  We note that the magic of Oriental Parade in Wellington is 
entirely on the seaward side of parked cars.

Rocks Road Would Still be Busy Road even if S.Link Built.
One of the findings of the Arterial Study was that Rocks Road would continue to be a busy 
road even if trucks were banned from it. After all, trucks only make up 6% of the traffic 
around there. Below is a slide from the Arterial Study 
(Option A was morning clearways on RR, afternoon on Waimea Rd)

Option B was the Southern Link
A 20-35% reduction in traffic around State Highway 6, Rocks Rd means 65-80% of the 
traffic would remain on the road. Importantly, this reduction would not be significant 
reduction in severance for Tahunanui, but it would be a major imposition to Victory and 
Nelson South, where no road exists at the moment.
So the Arterial Study has shown that Rocks Road is always going to be a busy road, I can 
not imagine one campervan visiting Nelson is not going to be driving around there.  Many 
of these campervans are large, the drivers inexperienced at driving them and most likely to 
be admiring the view as they drive around there: Even if the big trucks were off the road it 
is still going to be a dangerous place to cycle unless there is protected cycle path for 
people to use.  Anecdotally its not the truck drivers that are a concern - they are 
professional drivers and almost all drive safely: its the other drivers that are dangerous.
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Q3, Which of the proposed approaches on page 6 do you prefer and why
Answer: Approach D
Reasons Why:
None of the other approaches listed is good: 
! ! Approach A Making the Most of the Existing Network - but we don’‘t agree 
with #6 imposing restrictions on HCVs (Heavy Commercial Vehicles) as we need to 
encourage business not discourage it.  It is the single occupant car commuters and people 
driving children to school that are clogging up our roads, not business vehicles)
! ! Approach A needs to have additional things added to it such as listed in 
Option D below.
! ! Approach B - Widening Existing Arterials - We only agree with clearways on 
part of Waimea Rd, and none on Rocks Rd.
! ! ! Rocks Rd Option 1 with its narrow footpath is no improvement and 
certainly wouldn’t make me more likely to use the area either on foot or cycle
! ! Approach C - Is unacceptable and as the arterial study found in 2011, 
unnecessary for the economic wellbeing of the city.  We believe you are in contempt of the 
Environment Court for even suggesting this as a route:  What part of “Fundamentally this 
is the wrong place to put a state highway” do you not understand?
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Crucially, the arterial study found that with only a 20-35% reduction in traffic around Rocks 
Rd, it would improve Rocks Road and Tahuna only marginally, whereas a new road where 
there is no road at present is a major impact on Nelson South and Victory.

Q4, Options included in our Approach - Approach D:
We would just like to note here that the arterial study found that congestion is low now and 
not projected to increase for 25 years so we have a detailed study saying nothing major 
needs to be done.  However we have a number of suggestions that will further improve 
peoples mobility, the efficiency of business traffic and the health and vitality of the city:
! #9 More close in to city living so vehicles are not needed on a daily basis (note this 
shouldn’t just be in Central Business District, but in Residential areas close in to the city - 
suggest 1km from Cathedral). (see below where we suggest this trend to inner city living 
has been ignored in your modeling)
! #10 More Shared Paths and better connections but not just on the two arterials. 
We’d like to make the point here that it is simply unacceptable to have cycle paths 
suddenly stop and people on bikes be dumped into mix it up with people with two tons of 
metal around them.  Can you imagine the outcry if a motor suddenly ended in a quarry 
where grannies in their lightweight Honda Jazz’s have to mix it up with massive dump 
trucks, yet this is precisely what you do at the end of cycle paths on Nile Street, Vanguard 
St and St Vincent St at Glouster St to name a few.  Its the interconnected network we 
need, not isolated paths.
! #16 Pedestrian Over (or Under) passes on Waimea Rd and Tahuna Drive to 
eliminate holdups at crossings (see appendix for an image of one possibility for Hampton 
St / Boys College). 
We have also done some work on solutions at Tahuna School.  We believe there is a high 
water table there so an underpass may be problematic, but it would seem that Toswill 
Road could be used as a ramp on one side and a ramp made on the road side of the 
Tahuna school bund embankment on the other (with steps going the opposite way to the 
ramps)
! #18 Log Barging to get 35,000 log trucks off Rocks Rd.  Maybe this could be 
extended to other freight.  We don’t pretend these are all or even most of the heavy trucks 
around rocks Rd, but they are the most intimidating with their open wheels ready for you to 
fall under as they go past you on your bike.  We note that “Progress” (sic) Nelson would be 
without their cover picture and posters if this was instituted.  
! #19 Congestion charging for non business vehicles, buses and shuttles at peak 
times - note this is different to the congestion charge option proposed by NZTA.  We would 
further suggest that the funds from the congestion charge be spent on a particular known 
thing rather than going into a consolidated fund.  We suggest the funds from the 
congestion charge go on improving buses.  We request the study team view the following 
TED talk about how effective a congestion charge was in Stockholm, how it was just a 
nudge in the right direction of a Euro or two and congestion disappeared overnight without 
any central planning to work out how to deal with the congestion - people worked out the 
best way for them - you let the market decide.
https://www.ted.com/talks/jonas_eliasson_how_to_solve_traffic_jams?language=en
1or 2 euros was enough to deter 20% of the peak hour drivers from driving.  20% doesn’t 
sound like a lot, but traffic congestion is non linear - a small reduction in peak hour driving 
can make a big difference to congestion.  We know this when congestion all but 
disappears during school holidays.  
We suggest the fee be quite low so it clear that it is not a revenue gathering exercise and 
perhaps initially only be set at an amount that not much more than covers the expenses of 
gathering the charge.  And lastly with the Stockholm congestion charge, initially people 
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were fiercely against it (70% didn’t want it) and now after a few years 70% are in favour of 
it.
! #20 Park and Ride - We are strongly in favour of a park and ride, but strongly 
against it being from  Annesbrook - if people are as close as this to town they are very 
unlikely to change mode at that point.  We suggest Express Buses from Wakefield 
stopping only at Brightwater, Richmond and Nelson City, operating in clearways noted 
below. Perhaps every second express bus goes from just Richmond.  And at each of these 
places there are secure places to lock your bicycle and park your car.  Crucial to having 
these buses become an attractive option for people is that they are faster than single 
occupant car commuting.  This requires a clearway lane on Whakatu Drive as well as on 
Waimea Rd from Annesbrook to Hospital Hill (Motueka St - see below)
! #26 Change school start and finish times - We suggest that just staggering them so 
various schools start 1/2 an hour apart and have sufficient buses available to make this an 
enticing option.
! #3 - Not as document suggests but: Clearways only on Waimea Road and only from 
Annesbrook roundabout to Hospital hill (Motueka St) and on Whakatu Drive.  We suggest 
these clearways be on left side parking (and road widening) coming into the city in the 
morning on the other side of the road (Grampians side) car parking “lane” going out in the 
afternoons.  And suggest that these clearway lanes be available only for buses, business 
trucks and vans (reason it is low occupancy car commuters that are clogging up our 
roads).  Note that without these clearway lanes on (part of) Waimea Road and Whakatu 
drive express buses won’t be faster than driving your own car so are unlikely to result in a 
step change in patronage.
! #44 - Priority lanes but not as you suggest - these should be clearway lanes only on 
part of Waimea Rd. as noted above
!
! #28 Better bus service paid for by congestion charge - e.g. more frequent buses - 
waiting an hour for a bus from Tahuna beach into the city is just not acceptable.  More 
hours buses running -  my son starts work in Gladstone Rd at 7:30 - the buses don’t start 
early enough for him to get to work on time.  Wifi on buses, more bus shelters, more 
promotion e.g. buskers on buses, poetry on buses during the arts festival, music on buses 
during the music festivals, more bike racks (on back of buses)  See elsewhere for buses in 
clearways, express buses, park and ride.

! #37 or #38 Rocks Rd shared path - Options 1 and 2 for Rocks Rd don’t deliver the 
wide shared path crucial for the success of the whole RR improvements.  Option 3 
removes some landward parking, Option 4 keeps all landward parking.
We suggest Option 3 as its considerably cheaper, by some millions and the parking lost is 
less useful for visitors, being on the landward side of the road.

! #Not Listed: More Biking to school - It is impossible not to notice that road 
congestion all but disappears during school holidays - why is that?  Why when older 
generations were never driven to school is it common now?  We have to make walking 
and biking to school safe and pleasant so parents are released from the burden of driving 
their kids to school (or perhaps so they bike or walk with them).  There are also substantial 
advantage to the child from not being carted to school dumbly in the back of a car.  Far 
better to get the exercise and more importantly the knowledge and confidence that they 
can get themselves to school.  Better awareness of the route between them and the 
school and arriving there alert and energised rather than brain-numbed from being driven.

!
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!
Q5, Anything Else NZTA should know in developing the preferred approach

We are disappointed at this whole process so far.

1. Legitimacy of Study Questioned:
What legitimacy does the Strategic case have when its invited “stakeholders” are only 
those who are known to be supporters of one transport option.  What makes you think that 
schools and kindergartens that are on the proposed route have no stake in this?  Why are 
they not a key stakeholder?  Why is the DHB not a key stakeholder, why was there zero 
environmental or maori stakeholder involvement in defining the “problem”
What legitimacy does the study have when “key” Stakeholders define the problem without 
deferring to their members?  Who is defining the problem - just some people in a closed 
room.   The AA didn’t refer back to their members and Nelsust showed at their AGM that it 
was completely illegitimate to use the 2008 Brightwater to Nelson Study consultation as a 
guide to members opinions when that study booklet said that if nothing was done then 
there would be 18 minute delays, furthermore it only gave two options, either impact on the 
amenity value of Rocks Rd with a 3rd (clearway lane) or cleave Victory with a new arterial.  
People didn’t want an 18 minute travel delay and they didn’t want impact Rocks Road so 
they voted for the Southern Link.  These preferences are no longer valid now that the 
arterial study found congestion was low now and not likely to get worse for the next 25 
years so neither of the roading options was necessary.
Likewise what consultation did Eric Davies and Rachel Reese have with other councillors 
in helping to define the problem that the Southern Link is trying to fix?  How legitimate is 
their contribution when they not only didn’t consult with their fellow councillors, in fact lied 
that there was no NCC involvement in the study and they had no consultation with Nelson 
Residents.  If the measure of when consultation should be made with the community is on 
its significance, there are few things that are as significant to Nelson as Cleaving the city 
with a new arterial.

2. Is Feedback Valid?  Rather than putting up the Southern link against just one other 
option, you have spread the opposition amongst 3 alternatives.  Worse still, Option A is 
made unpalatable by including parking restrictions and restrictions on HCVs. You should 
have only had two options for people to choose between - the Southern Link or making the 
most of the existing network - and asking for preferred ways to make the most of the 
existing network.
You must give results of the feedback in terms of numbers of those who wanted the 
Southern Link and those who wanted something else. But even this wouldn't be valid with 
the real danger of multiple feedback forms being given (see below)

3. Biased Documents for people to feedback on:
We are concerned about the bias in the documents that people are using to form their 
opinions in order to give you informed feedback - 
! 3.1 “Typical Peak Delay” is not Average Peak Hour Travel Delay
We have already noted how the worst 15 minute period is defined as the typical peak hour 
delay when in fact the actual average peak hour delay is less than 4 minutes on Waimea 
and less than 2 minutes - you have misrepresented the delay by nearly double (these 
figures are from your graphs averaging morning and afternoon peak hour travel times)
! 3.2 Traffic Congestion Increase Suggested
The graph in the Public Engagement Document show traffic growth under every scenario 
(which we have issues with the underlying modeling see below).  But you fail to mention 
that what the arterial study found, was that yes there would be traffic growth, but that it 
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would become more two way traffic and so congestion would not increase - i.e. not just 
into Nelson in the morning, but a lot of people going out in the morning too, and vice versa 
in the afternoons.
!
4. Multiple Feedback Forms possibility 
We are concerned that some less scrupulous groups or individuals will be submitting 
multiple feedback forms and any totaling up of numbers for and against certain options will 
not be valid when you didn’t even have to put your name of it.

5. Feedback Limited
Some of our members went door knocking to see if people knew of what was suggested 
would happen and to see if they were aware if feedback was being sought.  As is typical in 
a case such as this, the highway is proposed to be moved into poor areas with high 
migrant numbers, often limited english, low levels of education and limited involvement in 
politics.
Here is a report from one member: 

“Just a short feedback on door knocking in the neighbourhood this afternoon. 
We did a part of St Vincent's and  met some wonderful people. The people 
we met were quite diverse and for me it confirmed that the NZTA is not 
reaching out to the people who are directly affected and that the information 
and feedback form is too complicated for many people. 
We met a refugee family from Nepal whose spoken English was reasonable 
but who had difficulty with reading and writing; a senior woman who lived in 
the street already for 55 years, a lower income family with four children with 
one child with autism and Asperger's who would definitely suffer from having 
a road on their doorstep. Everyone was very grateful we stopped by to get 
their feedback. All were against the proposed approach for road, and some 
people bought the house in the understanding that the road was off the 
books.
They were all happy to provide their own comments which were simple and 
straightforward: 
* Nelson does not have a traffic problem, especially if you compare it to cities 
elsewhere: Auckland, Sydney, ...
* People indicated they loved walking and cycling along Rocks Road
* A road would make Victory/Toi Toi very unsafe, pollution will increase
* Bad for the health and safety of families”

We are concerned that little feedback will come from those who stand to be most affected.

6. Modeling Mistakes?
We have three major concerns about the modeling of future traffic flows:

! 5.1 Aging Population Travel Modeled accurately?

We are concerned that the modeling done fails to take into account Nelson’s Aging 
population. Nelson city council says that almost all of the increase in population will be in 
the over 65 age group. Most of these people won’t be peak hour commuters as most won’t 
be working.

It appears on page 31 of the Future Forecasting, paragraph 3 that you couldn’t model 
aging i.e. employment growth growing less than population growth and so it appears you 
have ignored this. Is this really true, if so I’m afraid you need to adjust your model: If as 
NCC are suggesting, that the increase in population will ALL be in the retirement age 
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range, with consequently hugely reduce peak hour traveling demands and you don’t model 
this correctly, what faith can we have in your modeling?       PTO

! 5.2 Trend to Townhouse Living ignored?
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You seem to be assuming no intensification in close in very walkable suburbs - why is 
that? e.g. You are assuming no population. growth in area where Betts Carpark is that is to 
be inner city housing with 4-6 households (circled on attached screenshot), and you are 
assuming zero intensification in The Wood other than retirement homes. Regional centres 
like Nelson are completely different to the bigger metropolitan areas in that to be in a 
walkable range of a Metropolitan central city you need to be in the Central Business 
District. In a Regional centre like Nelson you can be in an easily walkable area (within 1km 
say) of the centre of the city and still be in an ordinary residential zone. In some cases a 
low density residential zone. John Key once said "the Trends are your Friends" and in 
future forecasting you ignore them at your peril. It can not be denied that there is a trend 
towards people wanting to live in townhouses close into the city, rather than in isolated 
houses with large grounds to upkeep. What we believe will happen is that close-in 
walkable residential areas will become higher density areas: It won't be just the CBD that 
has increased housing density and this needs to be incorporated into the modeling.

And lastly, there is some pressure to allow this, what effect would a single plan change 
make of : allowing 2 dwellings per section? If a lot of the population. growth is in close in to 
central city, this has significant effect in road use from that population. growth.

PTO
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PTO
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! 5.3  Working From Home growth ignored

You seem to be assuming minimal increase in working from home yet between the 2006 
and 2013 census' there was a 14.5% increase in working from home (see table below), yet 
you are showing only 1 or 2 extra jobs in the suburbs for 20 years, despite this trend and 
the rollout of high speed broadband. The convenor has a client who works from home in 
Lower Moutere for power company in Melbourne. He only commutes to work once a 
month. Our convenor has draftspeople working from their homes in Christchurch, Timaru 
and Bay of Plenty rather than employing people to come into a central office. Anecdotes of 
course, but a trend undeniably. This trend seems to be ignored - see attached showing 
only 1or jobs modeled in suburbs in the next 20 years.

PTO
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Other Modeling Queries:

	
 5.4 Changes in "travel to work mode-share"

From the above table it can be seen that although they are still very small numbers, there 
was a huge 72% increase in people going by bus to work, a large increase in people going 
to work on motor or powered cycle (this figure according to statistics NZ, may well have 
captured people using electric assisted cycles). And of course a 9% increase in people 
using active transport to get to work is significant too. Those traveling to work by car van or 
truck increased less than the population increase – i.e. car driving is declining as a means 
of commuting.

How have you modeled this change in mode-share with people moving away from motor 
vehicle commuting?

	
 5.5 Has Road-space Decrease been Modeled for Increased Bus Use?

Even at low occupancies, buses have major advantages: a bus at 18% capacity (9 people 
on board) has 1⁄2 the climate change emissions and perhaps more importantly takes up 
less than 1⁄4 of the road-space per person than a car carrying 1.5 people (30% capacity). 
So even at an occupancy half that of a car, a bus is giving major benefits to congestion. 
Has this decrease in road-space per person be adequately modeled if we see a continued 
solid increase travel by bus?

	
 5.6 School Drop-off Congestion Decrease 
! ! with decrease in school rolls missed?
Road congestion all but disappears during school holidays in Nelson (other than summer 
holidays with the seasonal influx of tourists and 1 hour wait for buses to the beach). With a 
decreasing school roll there should be a decrease in people driving their kids to school. 
Has this been included in the modeling?

7. Any Congestion Intolerable?
The Draft Programme Business Case seems to be based on the assumption that any 
congestion, any travel delay is intolerable.  We insist that you ask the two very pertinent 
follow on questions from this:  how bad is the congestion and is it likely to get worse.  Well 
the in-depth Arterial Study answered this by concluding that congestion was minimal now 
and not likely to get worse for the foreseeable future (defined as 25 years).  Using your 
figures the average peak worst 15minute travel delay is 7.5 minutes that decreases to 
5.1minutes if you look at the peak HOUR on Waimea Rd, 3.9minutes averaging out 
morning and afternoon Peak Hours.  Rocks Road average worst peak hour delay is 2.2 
minutes and 1.9minutes averaging morning and afternoon. 

The Ministry of Transport,  Briefing to Incoming Ministers said “Building the (road) network 
to meet ‘peak’ demand is neither sensible nor feasible” (p20 screenshot attached on 
following page).  Does the NZTA think the MOT is wrong is saying this?   PTO
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8. Where has the Arterial Study Found to be Significantly Wrong?
We have been told that there has nothing really significant that has yet been found to be 
wrong with the Arterial Study completed in 2011 which found congestion was low now and 
unlikely to get worse in the next 25 years.

We leave you with a quote from the final report of the study:

 “Whilst Option B (Southern Link) does provide additional capacity for a marginal increase 
in costs when compared to Option A, the social and environmental consequences of 
realising that additional capacity are significant.  The consequences may be able to be 
justified if the current network was reaching capacity and the economic wellbeing of the 
city was being affected.  However, the current forecasts show that this is simply not the 
case and the additional capacity will not be required over the modelled time period (25 
years). “ p27 2nd paragraph Stage 4 report of the Arterial Study.

PTO for Appendix
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APPENDIX

Appendix 1 - Submission on the Rocks Rd Cycle Walkway
(Note options 1 and two here refer to the original options)
Executive Summary:
Option 1 is fundamentally flawed in that it fails to do what the options are supposed to do 
and that is to encourage people that presently don’t cycle around Rocks Rd to use it.  
While Option 1 with its wider on road cycle lanes would be better for existing cyclists than 
what is available at present, it would not be attractive to those currently not cycling out of 
safety fears.
Option 2 while needing some changes is fundamentally the right option, getting 
recreational and slower cyclists off the road and onto a wide shared path on the attractive 
waterfront edge.  We show how almost all parking can be kept on the landward side for 
very little extra cost, how  more than half of the route could have a buffer of seaward car 
parking between the boulevard and the road traffic and that in the rest of the areas a “drift”  
barrier between the shared path and the road will further improve safety,  and we show 
how some new and relocation of refuges for crossing can improve functionality.
We call into question the stated additional cyclists and walkers that each option will attract, 
suggesting they are wildly inaccurate based on cycle trails evidence of cyclist number 
growth when a separated cycle route is provided. Fast commuters using this route will be 
traveling near road speed and would continue to use the road, rather than any shared 
path, but off-road cycle lanes will attract a significant new group of recreational riders and 
slower commuters.
Option 1 carries the very real risk of people “voting with their bikes” and using the footpath 
regardless of the wider on-road lanes.  Having cyclists mixing it up with pedestrians on the 
2.4m wide footpath of Option 1 would not be a good outcome.

Body of the Submission:

1.   No Link to Southern Link: 
1.0  The very in depth arterial study modeling showed that Rocks Road would continue to 
be a busy road if the Southern Link was built, taking 65 to 80% of its present traffic*  Even 
if all the trucks disappeared from Rocks Road, that would only be a 6% reduction in traffic. 
The Rocks Road boulevard needs to happen regardless of the Southern Link going ahead, 
Rocks Road will continue to be a popular route for drivers.  

2.    Option 1 Fatally Flawed

2.1  On road Cycle Lanes Entirely Insufficient - The report fails to recognise that on-
road cycle lanes where the traffic is traveling at 50km or more, where you are separated 
from relatively fast moving traffic only by a strip of paint, are only ever going to be fully 
used by the brave and perhaps foolhardy. To encourage more people, particularly children 
and less confident adults, feeling safe and comfortable cycling instead of driving, 
protecting them from one tonne lumps of metal hustling past, needs more than paint on 
the road: it needs physical separation from faster moving traffic. If the Council and NZTA 
are serious about the stated goals of reducing the high casualty rate of pedestrians and of 
cyclists and to increase the number of cyclists using the route, off-road cycle paths must 
be provided. Thus Option 1 is not an option. 
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2.2  Wider Apparent Road Width of Option 1 Would Encourage Speeding- Research 
shows that wider (apparent) vehicle lanes increases vehicle traffic speeds.  The traffic 
lanes would appear wider with the additional on-road cycle lane space of Option 1 and 
would probably result in faster traffic speeds.  This of course makes it less safe and less 
attractive for cyclists,  so Concept 1 might even see a consequent reduction in cyclist 
users.

2.3  Option 1’s Footpath Would become a default Shared Path - If Option 1 is provided, 
many people will vote with their bikes and bike on the footpath as its too unsafe on the 
road,  some people already bike on the footpath around there.  People biking on the 2.4m 
footpath is not a good solution, but this can be guaranteed to happen should off-road cycle 
lanes not be provided here.

3.   Option 2 Can Be Made to Work

3.0  Landward Parking Can Remain - If traffic lanes and walk-cycle boulevard are moved 
seaward by just 1/2m they would still be in almost all cases inside the line of the existing 
seawall.  With landward parking, there is only 1/2 m difference between the 1.5m shoulder 
proposed and the 2m parking lane removed.  By moving things out 1/2m most of landward 
parking remains.  Separate Jut-outs can be provided for Amenity areas for seating, diving 
boards and steps up, vendors carts to sell coffee and ice-creams again with more seating.  
Separate jut-outs have to be much cheaper than having to have it wider the 4m all the way 
just to accommodate the occasional seat or rubbish bin.  Additional amenity areas can be 
provided on the landward side of the boulevard in the additional seaward carparking lanes 
noted below.  It should be noted here that we are not talking about additional costs of 
extending beyond the seawall any more than currently proposed.  
See accompanying drawings for some possibilities

3.1  Amenity Areas in Jut-outs  Rather than the whole boulevard having to be wider than 
4m to accommodate the occasional seat or rubbish bin, we suggest it better to build jut-
outs for these just where you want them.  These could include some exciting possibilities 
like diving boards, swimming platforms, additional fishing areas and off course seating 
areas to sit and admire the view and watch the action.  PTO for image
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3.2  Additional Seaward parking: Even if this is not as well utilised as some other places 
it would be useful to have the buffer of a parked carparking space between the traffic and 
the boulevard where possible and not expensive.  At present in Option 2, 35% of the route 
has a parked car buffer already.  By our reckoning once the following areas are included, 
56% of the route could have a parked car buffer, with no additional expansion over the 
seawall.
Starting from Tahuna Beach, there is already proposed seaward parking all the way to 
Days Track, this can be extended to Magazine point with Option 2, without building beyond 
existing seawall. There is already  proposed seaward parking from the Basin Reserve to 
Connelly’s Wharf, this could be extended North to distance marker 960 and South to 
distance marker 1280.  And there is already seaward carparking provided for from the 
Boatshed to the Plant and Food building.
Additionally there may be a possibility of moving the traffic lanes closer to the cliffs 
between the Basin Reserve and Magazine point to give further seaward carparking buffer 
areas:  The 1.5m shoulder proposed around here would not seem necessary if the 
proposed rock barriers are built.

3.3  Amenity Areas in Carparking “Lane” This seaward carparking could be broken up 
every 2 or 3 car spaces with a large planter box and a large tree.  You can’t very easily 
grow trees on the outer edge of the walkway if amenity areas are planned there, however 
it would seem quite possible on the landward side between carparks.  More importantly 
seating areas backed with lower planting could be built in this carparking lane, facing the 
shared path and sea beyond.  Just as in Nelson pop-out cafes in carpark space has really 
added interest to Nelson City centre a related concept could be used around Rocks Rd.  
Vendors Carts could also be allocated carparks to sell coffee, ice creams, fishing tackle, 
swimming gear - spaced along this carparking lane, facing onto the boulevard, 
interspersed with ordinary carparking spaces, trees in planter boxes and seating, resting 
areas.  The rents from the vendor cart space leases could help to pay for the planter 
boxes, seats, rubbish bins and other street furniture.     PTO for image
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3.4  Roadside Barrier - We submit that where for the remaining parts of the route where 
there is no seaward carparking/vendors, seating planters or other buffer that a “drift 
barrier” be provided between the boulevard and the road.  This is to stop particularly 
children from drifting towards the kerb and before they know it are over the kerb and 
potentially in the traffic lane.  This barrier could be similar but perhaps not quite as high as 
proposed around the cliffs be built instead of a standard kerb.  It could be broken every 6 
metres or so with a 1/2 m wide gap to enable people to cross the road and not have to 
mount the drift barrier.

3.5  Safety Issues
Some people have tried to suggest that somehow being separated from road traffic by at 
least a kerb (and we are suggesting an additional “drift” barrier where not a carparking 
lane) is somehow more dangerous than being on the road.  Vehicles would have to mount 
the kerb to hit a cyclist with option 2, with option 1 they only need to drift across the line of 
paint.
Perhaps more importantly, on the shared path of option 2, cyclists will tend to be on the left 
going southbound and so be facing towards adjacent traffic.  This is much safer and more 
comforting than having a campervan come up behind you when cycling on on-road cycle 
lanes of option 1 and not knowing if the driver is looking at you or the view.  Even if the 
Southern Link was built, it is hard to believe that there wouldn’t be a campervan traveling 
through Nelson, that would not drive around Rocks Road.  Campervan drivers and 
stunning views are not conducive to safety with on-road cyclists only protected by a strip of 
paint.

3.6 Fast Cyclists will Remain on Road - Fast Commuters who already use the route are 
most likely to continue to bike on the road: they are traveling at speeds close to the motor 
vehicles.  Mamils (Middle Aged Males in Lycra) are quite unlikely to be fanging it along the 
shared path on their road racing bikes where they might be held up by the odd runner or 
dog walker using the shared path during the morning commuting time.
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3.7 Cycle - Pedestrians Sharing a Path Issues - There are fears expressed by some 
non biking people that bikes and pedestrians don’t mix well.  We would point out how well
the 3m wide shared path of the railway reserve works in Stoke.  There really seems to be 
minimal if not no issue with conflict between people on bikes and people walking. Or for 
that matter kids on skateboards or on in-line skates.  The Railway reserve is some 3m 
wide, but has grass verges to allow extra overtaking room for wide groups.  We think the 
4m wide Rocks Road boulevard will work even better - the 4m is needed as there are no 
verges to go onto, but the 4m will be fantastic - that is the width of two double beds laid 
end to end.  We would also like to submit that it would be detrimental to have cycle lanes 
marked along the length of the route - it would turn what should be a broad boulevard into 
narrow lanes of traffic.  Having it not demarcated like this is relatively new traffic thinking, 
but it makes everyone a bit more aware of everyone else.  This is why the raised 
pedestrian footpath extension / road crossing points in Nelson City centre work so well - 
likewise the top of Trafalgar St shared space.  At the very least it should be tried without 
lane markings first to see if there really is an issue.

3.8  Noise issues  - with reinstating the landward carparking through moving the road 
back out to nearer where it is now, there is not such a noise issue.  Vehicles going around 
Rocks Road would only be the width of the narrow cycle lane closer to the houses than 
they are now.

3.9 Sea Level RIse  It would seem the 530 high concrete plinth for the chain-link fence 
could actually reduce the number of days the road is closed per year over what we have at 
the moment.  In the places where the sea does currently break over the road (i.e. where its 
not protected from wave run-up by Haulashore island or Arrow rock) there is currently no 
or minimal plinth and in some places the footpath is actually below the road.  Surely the 
proposal is for the boulevard to be above the road level the whole way around.
The combination of raising the footpath above road level and raising the plinth above that 
again will improve the roads resilience to sea level rise. 

3.10  Raising Heritage Chain-link Fence Already Done in places- it should be noted 
that the proposed raising of the fence and bollards onto a 530 high plinth is not so very 
different from where in places it is already on a raised plinth some 300mm high. We think it 
a good pragmatic solution.  Further we suggest that cyclists be encouraged to bike on the 
landward side of the shared path through the use of some painted signs (not lines) on the 
path.  However we are definitely against having a centreline marked all the way along - 
this would have dire aesthetic effects in the apparent width and apparent slowness, 
relaxed feeling of a wide esplanade.  Having lanes marked would be a disaster.
However given that we think the majority of cyclists could be encouraged to use the 
landward side most of the time, we think the 1.1m minimum height of the chains of the 
chain-link fence would be sufficient barrier for cyclists: a 1.4m high mesh fence as 
suggested by the Waterfront Association would not be necessary or at all welcome.

3.11 End Crossings Needed mainly Short Term - We would like to point out that cycle 
paths are currently being worked on through Tahuna and that this would eliminate the 
need for many Southbound cyclists to cross back to the landward side of Tahunanui drive 
at the Southern End.
Likewise at the Northern end we see the Pelican Crossing proposed to get Southbound 
cyclists across to the seaward boulevard would be used much less when the cycle lane is 
extended along the seaward side of Haven Rd and into town: Traffic hold ups due to these 
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crossings should be seen as a largely temporary issue that will be largely eliminated with 
future cycle path connections at either end of the boulevard.

3.12 Crossing Changes Proposed - It is unclear whether all proposed crossings are to 
be refuge crossings.  We submit they should all be refuge crossings.
!
Boathouse Crossing - The report shows a road crossing at the Boathouse, but this is not 
shown on the aerial photographs.  We think there should definitely be a crossing here and 
extra room would seem to be able to be provided for it to be a refuge crossing by moving 
lanes inland at the sweeping bend there.  This is desirable even if the bottom of Poynters 
Crescent needs to be adjusted so that people can still do a right turn.

Bisley Steps Crossing - these small narrow steps are well used by locals to get direct 
access to beach steps just across the road from them.  This needs at least a refuge 
equipped crossing and ideally a Pelican Crossing.  The one south of this is too far away: 
locals will just be tempted to risk crossing here anyway.  A crossing here that is not a 
refuge crossing is useless, on a busy road like this, that the arterial study said would 
remain a busy road if the Southern Link was built needs a refuge at mid-crossing.  It is 
simply not safe to wait in the middle of this road until you can cross the other half of the 
road without a refuge.  The cost of an additional refuge is in moving a traffic lane over and 
starting the parking a few parks later.

Another Crossing Between Boat house and shed we think there needs to be another  
between the boatshed and the boathouse.  There appears to be room for a refuge where 
the diagonal seaward carparking currently is, whilst still maintaining the proposed seaward 
parallel carparking

Pelican Crossing Temporary - The traffic light controlled Pelican Crossing at Plant and 
Food that is proposed in the report for Southbound cyclists to cross to the boulevard will 
only be needed in the short term.  This crossing only needs to be provided with traffic 
lights until cycle lanes on the seaward side of Haven Road join up with the boulevard.  
(And this is what we believe needs to happen - to provide an off-road cycle path from town 
to here).   After this cycle path is in place, the crossing can revert to being just a refuge 
crossing.  This is important as refuge crossings do not slow up traffic like the traffic lights 
of a pelican crossing do.  People would wait for a gap in the traffic on their side of the road 
and cross to the refuge in the centre, before completing the crossing.  In most 
circumstances there would be no need for traffic to stop or slow down

3.13 Numbers Questioned - The study and consequently its economic analysis of the 
comparative benefits of the two options is insupportable.  The report suggests that the on-
road cycle lanes of Option 1 will result in an additional 400 cyclists a day, whereas Option 
2, the report says with the wide boulevard will only result in an additional 500 cyclists a 
day. We think the numbers are hugely understated in Option 1 and hugely understated in 
Option 2.
The report says on page 123 “It is the initial estimate of this report that it is possible to 
more than double the daily traffic volume to 1500 cyclists per day.  This is based on a 10% 
target modal share of current traffic.” Current cycle volumes the report say is 600.
If this is the case doesn’t the report suggest that with Option 2 the increase would be 900 
cyclists (1500-600 already using it).  But even this is hugely underestimating what will 
happen with such a scenic, pleasant and safe route the boulevard of Option 2 would 
provide.  We submit that the fast commuter cyclists who presently use the on-road cycle 
lanes will by and large continue to bike on the road as they are traveling close to road 
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speed.  We submit that a whole new group of people currently too scared to bike on the 
road will use the boulevard of Option 2 and that this will significantly beyond the modal 
share of cyclists on a cold, un-scenic route biking on the road with motor vehicles.  
Furthermore the growth we submit, won’t be at a slow 2.5% increase per year, but will 
jump up in numbers immediately the boulevard is provided.  We think you should ask the 
Cycle Trails Trust how quickly numbers increase on their scenic trails.  We think you 
should look at the modal share of the New Plymouth Coastal shared path is, what the 
modal share around Oriental Bay is and what it is around Tamaki Drive,  to find out what it 
might really be like here.
There is a lot of evidence that would-be cyclists just don’t use on-road cycle lanes of 
Option 1 and with the increase of “apparent road width” the wider cycle lanes give to motor 
vehicle drivers, there is a real possibility of increased traffic speeds and consequent 
increased danger for the on-road cyclists.  We think that rather than increasing the 
numbers of cyclists using the route, Option 1 could actually result in a decrease.
These numbers are important as if the economic benefits stated are based on wrong 
estimates of numbers using each option, the comparative benefits of each will be 
completely wrong.

3.14  Costings Queried - Option 1 seems to have much more of its run outside the 
existing seawall, involving expensive, we were told,  building out past the existing 
structure.  However Option 2 has a lot more of its run not beyond the existing seawall yet 
is some millions dearer.
Looking at the aerial photos provided for each option in detail:
From the Boatshed to Richardson Rd - Option 1 is all outside the existing seawall, 
whereas Option 2 is only partially outside it. 
From Richardson Rd to Days Track crossing both option 1&2  are inside the existing 
seawall.
From Days Track to Tahuna beach Option 1 is outside the top of existing seawall all the 
way, whereas Option 2 is not beyond existing seawall
How then can Option 1 be cheaper?  We suggest that the costings need to be revised and 
put in front of councillors so that they can see the real cost of the different options.

3.15 User Perception Study Flawed - This part of the study attempted to find out what 
people would like to have and what they would use.  But the problem with this is that it 
asked existing cyclists, existing pedestrians what they would like and use.  A major point of 
these improvements is to get people who are currently not using it as to what they would 
like to entice them to cycle or walk around there.  Existing cyclists using the route are the 
brave, perhaps foolhardy who will put up with on road cycle lanes with campervan drivers 
admiring the view perhaps to the detriment of their attention to the road.  A survey needs 
to be done of those currently not cycling or walking around there to find out what would 
make them change their habits.  We suggest you’d get a completely different answer.
 
3.16  Cost Saving and Funding Ideas 
Delete Shoulder around Cliffs- if we have the rock catching barrier, it would seem the 
1.5m shoulder would not really be needed around here.  This would mean a much cheaper 
cantilever out of the sea or no extension over the existing sea wall at all.
Curve Road in Landwards South of Richardson St - to avoid extending over existing 
seawall.  There appears to be space here to do this.  It may require the removal of 2 or 3 
trees, but this is more than made up for by the additional plantings proposed.
Lease Vendor Cart rights - Selling the rights or leasing space to use amenity areas 
created - e.g. vendor carts between carparks on seaward side of road, the landward side 
of the boulevard, perhaps leasing vendor cart space in jut-outs over sea.
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2nd and 3rd Boatsheds - Perhaps more controversially another couple of buildings like 
the boatshed could be allowed to be built.  One perhaps a cafe, one perhaps a juice / ice-
cream parlour.  The rent from these would be considerable and I think have buildings 
interspersed with the view is something to be welcomed.  After all, is there any demand for 
the boatshed to be removed so the view is unobstructed?  Sometimes the best views are 
framed, not vacuously expansive.  We think this shouldn't be dismissed out of hand:  The 
vendor cart leases would be a help to offset some of the desirable amenity provisions, but 
a more substantial lease amount on more substantial property could be useful too as well 
as adding to the destination value of the waterfront.

Conclusion
In measuring support for each option the study team and city councillors must bear in mind 
what people were submitting on - In the report as presented, Option 1 keeps far more 
parking, costs some millions less and for what is claimed to be only a few less cyclists per 
day.   Option 2 the report says will cost more and lose more parks.  We think any weighing 
up of support for one or the other needs to bear this in mind:  If the problems identified can 
be overcome with Option 2 whilst not having the fatal flaw of Option 1 it is clearly the best 
option.  The unanimous support from our members is for Option 2, with the above 
suggested improvements.  If Option 1 was provided, there is a very real likelihood of 
cyclists voting with their bikes using the narrow footpath as some already do. Option 2 can 
be made to work, it is the option that should be pursued and with haste before someone is 
killed on the on-road cycle lanes around there.

PTO for Appendix 2
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Appendix 2 - 
Possible Configuration for Hampton St-Waimea Pedestrian Overpass
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END
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